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A unique color-by-number coloring book featuring 80 vibrant animal faces designed in the popular

â€œlow polyâ€• 3-D geometric style.Create dozens of beautiful, lifelike animal faces with this

irresistible color-by-number book. Graphic designer and illustrator Hope Little uses a distinctive

â€œlow polyâ€• graphic style to fashion clean, contemporary three-dimensional designs made up of

hundreds of trianglesâ€”an approach to organic subjects that gives them a modern aesthetic that is

also relaxing to color.Each picture in Trianimals comes with a numbered color palate that can be

used as a guide for consistently creating amazing finished pieces. All are printed on heavy paper

stock to ensure that whatever medium you useâ€”whether ink, marker, or paintâ€”doesnâ€™t bleed

through. The pages are also perforated, making your artworks easy to remove and display. In

addition, some of the pages are also perforated around the image so that it can be pressed out and

made into a mask for parties, games, playtime, Halloween, birthdays, and more.Relax and take your

creativity to the next stage with this gorgeous color-by-number coloring book!
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Things I look for in a coloring book:1) I prefer the pages to be single sided to reduce change of

bleed through and affecting whatever design might be printed on the back - this book utilizes both

sides of the page.2) Coloring books should either have a lay-flat binding, appropriate margin at the

binding to accommodate comfortable coloring and/or should be perforated to facilitate coloring.

While this book indicates it has perforated pages, it does not appear that all pages are perforated for



easy removal AND there are several designs that occupy two facing pages - these will be difficult to

color indeed as the design descends into the binding region.There are a variety of animal designs

and I do like the palette suggestions. I expect I will get a fair amount of coloring time out of this

book.

This book had me intrigued before it had even released. I waited and waited for it to be

released-finally, the day came for the release. I was *not* disappointed! This book has some very

challenging pictures, do not be fooled into thinking this color-by-number is for children! They even

provide you with both a natural palette or a vivid color palette to choose for each picture. The

beginning of the book shows examples of what the natural color palettes will turn out like. At the

back of the book, there are 8 different masks to color and cut out, making it exciting for even the

little ones to be involved! Overall, I am extremely happy with this purchase and I would definitely

recommend this!

This is a beautiful book! Bought it for my 10-year old daughter to work on during our family roadtrip.

She is so excited to get working on it. I love that the artist gives you two color scheme options:

natural and vivid.

You must have pencils of many different shades to color. The pictures are on both sides of a page,

so you can't use markers. There are some useless mask pictures. Still I liked that for every picture

you're offered two palette variants.

Definitely not easy and very difficult to match the colors in the palettes with actual colored pencils,

but love the drawings. Very realistic and relaxing.

Paper is not thick enough to keep markers from bleeding through. This book could be fantastic if

pictures where on their own paper.

Great pictures - much more fun than flowers or patterns.

It's an excellent adult color by numbers book - I love the vibrant suggestions.
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